CO-CURRICULAR
EXPERIENCE LIST 2020-2021

CREATIVE
AC CHOIR | AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL | ASTRONOMY | BRITISH SIGN LANGUAGE | BIOMEDICAL SCIENCE SOCIETY | BUMPIN’ | CERAMICS | CRAFT CAFE | CREATIVE WRITING | DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY | DIGITISE AC | DRAMA CLUB | ECO CRAFTS | FAITH TALK | FOREST | GIRL UP | GUITAR GROUP | INK | KNITTING GROUP | LIGHTHOUSE | MEDIA PRODUCTIONS | MODEL UNITED NATIONS/INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT | PAINTING | REDESIGN FIREPIT SPACE | TED ED

ACTIVITY
BADMINTON | BASKETBALL | CRICKET | FIGHTING FIT | FLOORBALL | HIIT | LATIN AMERICAN DANCE | NATURAL FITNESS | RUGBY | SWIMMING | TAI CHI KUNG FU | TENNIS | VOLLEYBALL | YOGA | ZUMBA

SERVICE
BIG DATA | CITIZEN SCIENCE PROJECT | CIVIC ENGAGEMENT | CYCLE SCHEME | DIALOGUE & PEACEMAKING | FITNESS SERVICE | DONKEY CARE | GARDENING | GROUNDS PROJECT | GROWERS & HARVESTERS | LANGUAGE GUIDES | LIBRARY SERVICE | NARRATIVES OF SOCIAL CHANGE | REACTIVATING OUR COLLECTIVE MEMORY | OCEAN SYSTEMS & COASTAL MANAGEMENT | OUTREACH - RESIDENTIAL MUSIC THERAPY ONLINE | OUTREACH - PRIMARY SCHOOLS | PEER LISTENERS | PHILANTHROPY, PARTNERSHIPS & ENGAGEMENT (PPE) | REFUGEE EXCHANGE SERVICE | SUSTAINABILITY TECHNOLOGY OURTREACH | SWAP SHOP (NEW4YOU) | SWIMMING FOR NON SWIMMERS | TAKING A STANCE | VALEWAYS